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1. Climate 

evolution: from 

‘environmental’ to 

‘financial’ issue

2. Economic 

transition 
3. Liability

4. What should 

we do?

Today: overview to empower you to help us to help you…

a. The three 

categories of 

climate-related 

financial risk

a. Policy and regulatory

b. Technological

c. Stakeholder 

expectations: equity 

investors, debt 

markets, regulators, 

insurers  & society

a. Tort

b. Contract

c. Duties & 

disclosure

a. When will climate 

change be 

relevant?

b.  Practical tools



1. 

Climate change: 
the evolution



ecological impacts: gradual onset + 

extreme catastrophic

market impacts driven by policy, 

technology, social responses to those 

physical risks 

failure to mitigate, adapt or disclose

Climate change: undeniably a foreseeable financial risk 

issue
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Physical

Three categories of climate-

related financial risks

Economic transition

Liability

These risks 
manifest 

within 
mainstream 
investment 
horizons –
including 

the shorter 
term



Potential climate pathways to 2100 4+°C
2100 – locked 

in mid-century

14% of global 

population subject to 

extreme heat

8% plants >50% range

6% insects >50% 

range

90% decline coral reefs

1.5m tonne decline in 

fisheries catch

Sea levels 40cm+

4% global land 

ecosystems transform

1.5°C
As early as 

2024

An example of fairly simple 

Physical risk: so what?

Black Rock Investment Institute, Sept 2016

2°C
As early as 

2036

+1.1°C
now

37% global pop’n

subject to extreme 

heat

16% of plants lose 

>50% range

18% insects lose 

>50% range

99% decline reefs

3m tonne decline in 

fisheries catch

Sea levels 50cm+ 

13% global land 

ecosystems 

transform

Highest temperatures 

in 30 million years

Glacial melt 

compromises fresh 

water sources

Drought over 40% 

inhabited land

Sea level rise 6 feet+

Extinction of >50% of 

all known terrestrial 

and marine species

Significant increase 

in extreme heat 

days

Sea level rise 

20cm+ (3.4mm per 

year)

Increased variability 

in rainfall

Increased drought, 

fire conditions

2,000 species 

rendered extinct 

due to climate 

change in last half 

century (8% of total 

25,000 species 

extinctions)



Changes are already here…



Changes are already here…



2019: The year of extreme weather

FILE NUMBER



Impacts are non-linear: e.g. Sandy



Climate change is a threat multiplier



What does this mean for…

▪ Council infrastructure & asset 

damage? Storm water, 

sewerage, roads?

▪ Community impacts? Disaster 

recovery? Insurability? Physical 

and mental?

▪ Private property damage? 

Pressure on council to protect / 

support?

▪ Financial sustainability?



Damage and increased threats

Murrindindi LGA: post Black Saturday



▪ Capital & maintenance planning - gradual onset & the new normal for 

extreme catastrophic?

▪ Emergency management and evacuation plans?

▪ Infrastructure & asset damage and availability? Buildings, storm 

water & sewerage, utility services, transport infrastructure, access? 

Beyond prevailing planning & development regimes?

▪ Valuation – impact on useful lives, capital maintenance & upgrades?

▪ Design including cross-dependency assessments?

▪ Materials selection & performance integrity?

▪ Contractual risk allocation & management (including force majeure)?

▪ Asset efficiency & operation?

▪ Supply chain disruption?

▪ Workplace – performance, safety, WHS liabilities?

▪ End of life – decommissioning?

▪ Finance & insurability?

The Guardian 5 December - Twitter@melisahenderson

History is not a valid analogue for the future.

Built environment and supply chains?



So, this is not just about 

physical health impacts…?



2. Economic 
transition impacts



Economic transition risks & opportunities

▪ Policy & regulatory shifts

▪ Technological dev’mts

▪ Shifts in stakeholder 

preferences

▪ Equity investors

▪ Debt markets

▪ Insurers

▪ Prudential & securities 

regulators (‘soft law’)

▪ Social preferences



Policy & regulatory?

FILE NUMBER



Policy meets technology: internal combustion engines?



Stakeholder preference shifts – consumer issues

Animal welfare, factory 

farming & live export
Plant-based diets

Plastics & petrochem

Fibre: Shift 

to circular 

economy

Deforestation / land 

clearing & habitat loss

Food miles & 

footprint labelling



Central banks



Debt markets? Credit ratings

▪ Physical geography; transition industry/commodity; company-

specific (exposure + preparedness)

“The negative outlook also reflects the emerging 

threat to oil and gas companies’ profitability and 

cash flow from growing efforts by many nations to 

mitigate the impacts of climate change through tax 

and regulatory policies that are intended to shift 

global demand towards other sources of energy 

and conservation.”



CBA 

2018 Annual Report



There are also likely to be implications for 

insurance

▪ Widening gap between natural disaster damage 

and private insurances

▪ Flow-through to mortgage defaults and property 

prices – and therefore health outcomes

▪ High-risk pools?

▪ Financial lines?

▪ Government as the ‘insurer of last resort’



Insurance?



Opportunities - the sustainable finance (r)evolution

GREEN BONDS

GREEN LOANS

SDG BONDS/LOANS

CLIMATE - LINKED 
MORTGAGES

SUSTAINABILITY-LINKED 
LOANS 



3. Liability 
considerations



ecological impacts: gradual onset + 

extreme catastrophic

market impacts driven by policy, 

technology, social responses to those 

physical risks 

failure to mitigate, adapt or disclose

Beyond the planning & environment norms
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related financial risks

Economic transition

Liability
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manifest 

within 
mainstream 
investment 
horizons –
including 

the shorter 
term



▪ ‘Even the most impassioned eco warrior has nothing 

on a homeowner facing negative equity’
- Myles Allen





Increasing legal exposures? – beyond planning 

environmental laws and/or emissions pricing

▪ WHS and duty of care?

▪ Failure to adapt: negligence & nuisance?

▪ Failure to adapt contributes to third party property damage

Illinois Farmers, ExxonMobil

▪ Contract: force majeure? SA Power

▪ Governance & securities laws

▪ Duties of directors and officers? Poland Ostroleka, REST

▪ Misleading disclosure? PG&E, ExxonMobil

▪ Statutory authorities? MDBA



The OTHER Royal Commission

▪ ‘…climate change…appears to be regarded by the 
MDBA as a factor to be dealt with by the same 
mundane operational flexibility as the system 
always has displayed in order to cope with 
‘normal’ variability.’ 

▪ …Science, as that term should be understood, 
was not used. The MDBA has failed to disclose 
key matters, such as its modelling. Science is 
open, available, and can be critiqued and checked. 
It can be validated or invalidated.

▪ [The MDBA’s failure to conduct] any review of 
climate change risks to the Basin… demonstrates 
ongoing negligence by the MDBA. It is a 
dereliction of its duties. It is not just 
indefensible, but incomprehensible…’ 



A few more choice words…

• The assertion by the MDBA that climate 
change projections could not be 
incorporated into the modelling because 
they were too uncertain is rejected. 

• [The MDBA’s failure to conduct] any review 
of climate change risks to the Basin… 
demonstrates ongoing negligence. It is a 
dereliction of its duties. It is not just 
indefensible, but incomprehensible. 

• Any assertion by the MDBA that climate 
change can be incorporated into the Basin 
Plan modelling at its 10-yearly review, or at 
some later date, is misplaced. Climate 
change is happening now, and can occur 
quickly. Deferral to a later date…is 
nonsensical in a policy sense as well as 
unlawful.

▪ ‘Politics rather than science ultimately 
drove the setting of the Basin-wide SDL 
and the recovery figure of 2750 GL. The 
recovery amount had to start with a ‘2’. This 
was not a scientific determination, but one 
made by senior management and the 
Board of the MDBA. It is an unlawful 
approach. It is maladministration.

• In 2011, management of the MDBA 
improperly pressured the CSIRO to alter 
parts of the CSIRO’s ‘Multiple Benefits’ 
report. This rendered parts of that report 
misleading, as they no longer reflected the 
views of, at the very least, Dr Matthew 
Colloff, who was one of the authors. The 
CSIRO should not have agreed to the 
changes that were made. This conduct too 
represents maladministration.



Heightened investor & regulatory disclosure expectations



4. So what does this 
mean we should do?



For individual councils

▪ The legal imperative for robust consideration is clear

▪ Consider implications across Council functions – decisions/approvals, 
design, strategic & risk management, tenders & procurement, public 
services & works, infrastructure and economic development, projects 
and contracts, land & facilities management etc 

▪ Core issue: how robust are scenarios and assumptions used in strategy, 
policy and planning? How will the decisions we make now position our 
economy and society for this disruption? 

▪ Stress-testing and scenario-planning across the plausible range of 
climate futures is essential - planning based on historical norms instead 
of future scenario planning is a red flag.



Physical risk: stress-testing & scenario planning over 

a plausible range of climate futures (not just base 

case or ‘mediums’) is key



Beyond individual Councils: regional industries & 

communities

▪ Transition risk goes far beyond each Council’s individual energy and 

waste-based emissions (although this is not unimportant) 

▪ Physical impacts do not respect municipal boundaries – and 

individualised adaptation approaches may compound issues for other 

LGAs

▪ Industry downturns, regional unemployment and population exodus

▪ irregular property price impacts: damage and/or uninsurability 

▪ credit ratings pressures

▪ rate revenue pressures (relative ratepayer burden, approved funding vs 

capital spending pressures)



Multi-pronged approach & collaboration across 

municipal boundaries

▪ Technology and engineered infrastructure

▪ ‘Sponge cities’ – urban and peri-urban design and social 

resilience

▪ Working with nature to fortify flooding defences

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/the-world-s-coastal-cities-are-going-under-here-is-how-some-are-fighting-back/


https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/the-world-s-coastal-cities-are-going-under-here-is-how-some-are-fighting-back/


The important intangible – shake the tambourine 
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